
The Emergency Food Assistance 
Program (TEFAP)

TEFAP Program Overview: What 
is TEFAP?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) is a federal program serving low-income Americans that support food Distribution Sites such as food banks, food pantries, and soup kitchens. Federal assistance takes the form of federal dollars used to purchase USDA Foods and offers of special purchases of free Bonus USDA food items—including fruits, vegetables, meats, and grains. This also includes funding for administrative costs. Food aid and funds are distributed to states using a statutory formula that considers poverty and unemployment rates. TEFAP is administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) Food and Nutrition Service (FNS). 
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What is TEFAP?
• A federal program 

administered by USDA 
that helps provide food to 
low-income Wisconsinites 

• Administered at the state 
level by the Wisconsin 
Department of Health 
Services (DHS)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TEFAP is a supplemental food assistance program that is designed to work in combination with other assistance programs in efforts to maximize and target limited food and funding resources. The program is administered by the Wisconsin Department of Health Services (DHS), Division of Public Health (DPH).
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How It Works
USDA provides grant funding for 
administrative and food costs to 
Wisconsin DHS.

Wisconsin DHS grants funds to local 
recipient agencies (ERAs) to receive, 
store, and distribute USDA foods to food 
distribution sites. 
Staff and volunteers allocate USDA foods 
to qualifying Wisconsin residents at 
TEFAP distribution sites including food 
pantries, meal sites, and shelters.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TEFAP is amended and reauthorized through the federal farm bill. Most recently, the 2018 farm bill (P.L. 115-334) extended funding for TEFAP’s entitlement commodities through FY2023. The law also funded new projects aimed at facilitating donations from farmers and other agricultural producers, processors, and distributors to emergency feeding organizations. USDA foods are allocated to TEFAP distribution sites which include food pantries, meal sites and shelters. TEFAP aid makes up a portion of the food and funds available. Food and Nutrition Service coordinates the purchasing of USDA Foods and the allocation of the USDA foods and administrative funds to states and provides general program oversight. State agencies determine program eligibility rules and allocations of aid to eligible grant recipient agencies (ERA’s). States subgrant to ERAs to receive, store, and distribute food to eligible recipient agencies, which are reliant on supplementing with other food funding sources. 
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Three Statewide TEFAP 
Partnerships
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Wisconsin, the Department of Health Services (DHS) Division of Public Health (DPH) administers TEFAP and establishes uniform, statewide eligibility criteria for participants. DPH has TEFAP grant partnerships to help it manage these resources efficiently: The Wisconsin Community Action Program Association (WISCAP) surveys regions of the state to choose USDA foods to order. WISCAP places food orders and tracks inventory and distribution statistics. The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (DPI) provides for the shipping and storage of shelf stable and frozen TEFAP food in some areas of the state; DPI is responsible for accepting USDA shipments, assembling food orders, making a monthly delivery to each county in their contract area, and tracking inventory in warehouses. The remaining fresh, shelf stable and frozen food is direct shipped from USDA suppliers to the ERA for distribution. Eligible Grant Recipient Agencies (ERAs) usually referred to as Recipient Agencies provide receiving and distribution of food to TEFAP distribution sites. In addition, ERAs provide technical assistance and oversite to TEFAP distribution sites in their area. 
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ERA Requirements
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Have a contract with Wisconsin Department of Health Services

Manage distribution sites for TEFAP program requirements

Receive, store, and distribute USDA foods to distribution sites

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A network of regional, nonprofit agencies, Recipient Agencies contract with DHS to provide technical assistance and monitoring to distribution sites to ensure that: 1) TEFAP outlets distribute food only to qualifying individuals and households. 2) TEFAP outlets store food safely and manage inventory correctly. 3) People distributing TEFAP foods respect the dignity and protect the civil rights of people that they serve.
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A TEFAP Distribution Site Must:

Apply and be reviewed for other 
programmatic considerations.

Be willing to follow TEFAP 
regulations.

Be a charitable organization with tax-
exempt 501(c)(3) status or a 

government entity. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Currently there are over 300 TEFAP distribution sites in Wisconsin, representing every county in the state. When an organization expresses interest in becoming a TEFAP Distribution Site, they must meet specific qualifications to participate.A Distribution Site can be a food pantry, a meal site, or a shelter but must be one of the following organizations to minimally qualify:A charitable organization with tax-exempt 501(c)(3) status provided by the Internal Revenue Service. OR A program housed within such an agency OR A county or local government.Potential Distribution Sites submit applications that are considered based on factors such as limiting duplication of food distribution, stability and longevity of the site, the ability to provide food, other than, and equal or greater than, TEFAP foods, and be open at least one day a month for at least two hours. They must also have the capacity and the ability to store food safely. A willingness to follow TEFAP regulations. 
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A TEFAP Distribution 
Site Must Agree To:

Correctly store USDA foods, maintain 
inventory, and keep documentation.

Train staff on and follow Civil 
Rights laws.

Follow eligibility guidelines.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All TEFAP distribution sites must have a signed agreement with an ERA.  This agreement includes items such as:Following TEFAP eligibility guidelines;Training staff on and following civil rights laws;Correct storage of USDA foods;Maintaining inventory and documenting record retention as required.    



Participate in an optional knowledge check
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https://forms.office.com/r/Ann46CTbgG
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Thank you for your commitment 
and service to your community!

This information has been 
provided by the Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services.

Carol Johnson
The Emergency Food Assistance 
Program Coordinator (TEFAP)
carol.johnson@dhs.wisconsin.gov
2023 version
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We sincerely thank you for your time and efforts to serve your community.

mailto:carol.johnson@dhs.wisconsin.gov
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